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•  Business model 
3) Research @ EPFL 
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Supply and demand 
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Supply and demand 
Mul/modality	 Last	mile	
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•  Business model 
3) Research @ EPFL 
 










§  Innova/ve	 aircraB	 with	 detachable	 load	 units	 to	 adjust		
capacity	to	demand	
§  Capsules:	 clipped	 on	 the	 ﬂying	 wing,	 or	 carried	 on	 trains	 or	
trucks	
→  Partners@EPFL:	 TRANSP-OR	 lab,	 ICOM	 Lab,	 mechanical	
engineering	labs	and	LIV	Lab	



















§  Design	 robust	 collabora/ve	 scheduling	 and	 rou/ng	 schemes	 for	
interconnected	logis/cs.	
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Défis : optimisation 
§  Objec5ves:	
§  Develop	 a	 decision-aid	 tool	 for	 the	 dimensioning	 and	 the	 design	 of	 a	 bus	 system	
operated	with	a	ﬂeet	of	“catenary-free”	electric	buses.		
§  Op/mize	the	opera5onal	costs	and	the	electricity	consump5on	of	the	system.	





















Challenges: business model 
Who	receives	the	
money?	
►► Generate, deliver and capture 
value	
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Transportation Center @ EPFL 
TRACE 
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TRACE Mobility behavior & transport needs 
A demand-
orientated axis 
To understand mobility 




ü  Demand modeling & prediction 
ü  Pedestrian flow modeling 
ü  Mobilit y  behaviors 
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TRACE 
To optimize transport 
systems and to coordinate 
policies for transportation, 
land use, housing, etc 
Conception of transportation systems 
A system-
orientated axis ü  Modeling of  transpor t  systems 
ü  Intelligent Transpor t  Systems 
ü  Operation Research for optimization 
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TRACE 
To improve  
safety, efficiency, 
sustainability of vehicles 
and infrastructures.  
	
Vehicles & infrastructures 
A technological-
orientated axis ü  Sensing & Intelligent vehicles 
ü  Smar t Grids concept solutions 
ü  Energy efficiency /  Energy recover y systems 
	











Standardization – optimization 
 
 
Research is more and more important 
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